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Align Left! 
When Possible.
Why? It’s easier to find and read overall. You can align right 
when it is appropriate but never have your text all over the 
place.



White Space Is 
Your Friend.
When there is no space between elements, consuming the 
content becomes really hard and overwhelming. The user 
starts to feel stress when there is no breathing room with 
your graphic. Photos and videos can operate as white 
space if they serve as a background.
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Use 2-3  Colours..... 
And Stick To Them!
It's important to keep colour use to minimal across your 
designs and marketing material. With such limited real 
estate on a screen at any given time, Keeping colours to a 
minimal will make your graphics stand out and stay inline 
with your brand identity.

http://colormind.io/



Consistency ensures visibility and recognition within your 
target audience and potential leads so you stay at the 
forefront of their minds, ready to be there when they need 
your product or service. When creating your graphics, stick 
with your fonts, stick with your colours and create custom 
template backgrounds you can use for your graphics and 
marketing material.

1.
Keep 
Consistant.

https://multiadaptor.com/quiqup/
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1.
Use 1-2 
Fonts.
Until you understand hot to compliment different fonts 
avoid using more than 1-2. If your not convinced check out 
the site below for further font combinations to choose from.

https://fontpair.co/featured
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1.
Keep Imagery
Clean.
Clean, high quality imagery is an absolute must in 2020. 
Your business can utilize many tools such as phone editing 
apps, freelance photographers, free and paid stock photos. 
If like many businesses your on a strict budget, the website 
listed below will help you find FREE hi quality imagery for you 
to use or your next graphic.

https://pexels.com
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Headings &
Subheadings
Giving your headlines, taglines and body copy room to 
breathe will make you graphics pop more! If your headline 
or tagline is too long? then shorten it. Your potential lead will 
not read the entire message, so focus on the main points to 
get across.
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1.
Less Is 
More.
If you complicate your point and visuals than your message 
will never be read and your brand will struggle to find a 
place in your target markets head. The smaller the graphic 
the less info. When creating for social media, stick with a 
visual, headline and short tagline with the rest of the info 
within the caption. This gives the potential lead, a quick way 
to draw their eyes to your post resulting in the value driven 
written content being read!
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1.
Build Up Your Own 
Template Base.
As mentioned in our consistency point, It's important to 
have a consistent look. A way to create this is a short time is 
to create simple branded backgrounds that you will use 
whenever placing text for creating social media or 
advertising graphics. Incorporate simple shapes from your 
logo, colours and even minimalistic imagery to create a non 
distracting background to re-use over time.
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We hope this helps!
Show us your graphics!

#mographics

And be in the chance to win giveaways!


